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**Objectives:** To develop and validate a clinical prediction model (CPM) for survival in hypopharynx cancer, thereby aiming to improve individualized estimations of survival.

**Methods:** Retrospective cohort study of hypopharynx cancer patients. We randomly split the cohort into a derivation and validation dataset. The model was fitted on the derivation dataset and validated on the validation dataset. We used a Cox’s proportional hazard model and least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) selection. Performance (discrimination and calibration) of the CPM was tested.

**Results:** The final model consisted of gender, subsite, TNM classification, Adult Comorbidity Evaluation-27 score (ACE27), body mass index (BMI), hemoglobin, albumin, and leukocyte count. Of these, TNM classification, ACE27, BMI, hemoglobin, and albumin had independent significant associations with survival. The C Statistic was 0.62 after validation. The model could significantly identify clinical risk groups.

**Conclusions:** ACE27, BMI, hemoglobin, and albumin are independent predictors of overall survival. The identification of high-risk patients can be used in the counseling process and tailoring of treatment strategy or follow-up.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Hypopharynx cancer is a rare disease and has the worst overall survival (OS) of all head and neck squamous cell (SCC) malignancies.1–3 Due to the “silent” anatomical location of the hypopharynx, tumors can progress relatively far before giving rise to any clinical symptoms. Around 50% of patients with hypopharynx cancer already have lymph node metastases at time of diagnosis.4

Survival rates are gradually improving, but remain low, with 5-year OS rates of 28% to 41%.1,4,5 Oncological management usually consists of either primary radiotherapy (RT), chemoradiotherapy (CRT), laser surgery, or a total laryngectomy with partial or circumferential pharyngectomy (TLP).6

The TNM classification is an important tool to describe tumor characteristics and estimate prognosis on a population level, but does not translate well to survival predictions made on the individual level.7 To estimate prognosis on the individual level, physicians need to consider numerous patient specific variables, such as age, gender, comorbidity, and results from imaging, pathology reports, and possibly peripheral blood tumor markers.8,9 Based on a combination of all these factors, the best treatment option, usually defined in terms of survival, is selected and discussed with the patient. However, the human cognitive capacity is limited, and capable only of taking into account a few variables at a time when making a decision.10 Several studies have already demonstrated the superiority of statistical decisional models over clinical expertise-based predictions of physicians.11,12

In order to improve survival estimations for individual patients with hypopharynx cancer, the objectives of this study are to examine clinical predictors of survival in hypopharynx cancer, and develop and validate a clinical prediction model (CPM) based on these readily available variables. The resulting improved survival estimates might enable tailoring of treatment strategies or follow-up regimens.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Participants
We performed a retrospective study in which we collected data of patients diagnosed and treated for SCC of the hypopharynx in three dedicated head and neck centers in the Netherlands: the Netherlands Cancer Institute (1990–2013), the University Medical Center Utrecht (1990–2012), and Amsterdam University Medical Center, location VUMc (2003–2010). Data of patients in these cohorts were provided by the research information department of each hospital. We excluded patients with distant metastases at time of diagnosis, patients who were not treated with curative intent, patients who were primarily treated in another hospital, and patients who had revision of diagnosis after additional medical evaluation, mostly because of different tumor localization.

This study does not fall under the scope of the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act. The institutional review boards of all hospitals approved this study.

Predictor Variables
We built the model using a limited number of candidate variables, which were preselected based on clinical expertise, scientific evidence, and practical feasibility. The preselected variables were age at diagnosis, gender, T classification, N classification, subsite, the Adult Comorbidity Evaluation-27 (ACE27) score, packyears, alcohol consumption, body mass index (BMI), and the baseline peripheral blood values hemoglobin (mmol/L), albumin (g/L) and leukocyte count (10E9/L). Leukocyte count was dichotomized into low-normal (<10.5 × 10^9/L) and high (≥10.5 × 10^9/L). ACE27 was scored in retrospect by one researcher (J.P.) for all patient cohorts based on the comorbidities registered in the medical files at time of diagnosis. The incidence of HPV positive hypopharynx cancer ranges between 4% to 6%, reason why we did not include this variable into our model.15,16

Statistical Analysis
To obtain two datasets that were representative of the Dutch population of patients with hypopharynx cancer, we first combined all three cohorts into one dataset, and then randomly split the cohort into two datasets, one of which was used for the model derivation while the other was used for the validation.

Descriptive statistics were used to report patient characteristics and to assess whether there were relevant differences between the derivation dataset and the validation dataset. The samples were compared by means of the independent T-test (continuous variables), and Linear-by-Linear test or Fisher exact test (categorical variables).

Missing data of the predictors under consideration in our cohort was considered to be missing at random. Multiple imputation was used to complete the data in the derivation dataset, using the Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations procedure (MICE package in R).17 We generated 20 imputed datasets from our dataset.

Model Derivation
On each of the 20 imputed datasets, a least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) penalized Cox proportional hazards model was fitted using the penalized package in R studio.18 In this method, variables are not selected based on P-values, but shrinkage is applied to the regression coefficients in such a way that coefficients of the least contributing predictors become exactly zero. Non-zero coefficients are retained in the model and are therefore considered significant predictors. In this way, LASSO regression strives to balance two competing objectives: optimize the prognostic accuracy versus minimizing the number of predictors contributing to the model, in order to reduce the risk of overfitting. The resulting model thus in part depends on the relative “strength” of these opposing forces, as expressed by a parameter “lambda,” which can be set by the user. In our case, we chose the optimal value of the lambda coefficient (for each imputed dataset separately) for a set of 12 candidate values by internal cross-validation, using the leave-one-out method. Afterwards, the regression coefficients of the models fitted on the imputed datasets were pooled into the final CPM by averaging them.

Model Performance and Validation
Performance of the CPM was assessed in the derivation and validation dataset using discrimination and calibration. Discrimination of the prognostic model is defined as its accuracy to distinguish a patient who died from a patient who survived, and is expressed in the C statistic. A C statistic of 0.5 indicates no discriminative ability, whereas a C statistic of 1.0 indicates perfect discrimination.14 Calibration reflects the similarity between the probabilities of the event for each patient as predicted by the model and the outcomes observed in the sample, and is visually depicted in a calibration plot. A 45° line indicates perfect agreement between predicted and observed outcome.19

After internal validation in the derivation data, we assessed discrimination and calibration of the model in the validation dataset to assess its performance when used in new patients. This step is essential to test the strength of the model before it can be used in clinical practice.14 To assess the model performance in a more clinically interpretable way, we created three risk strata of equal size, based on the distribution of linear predictors in the derivation dataset. Survival rates of these strata in the derivation dataset and the external validation dataset were plotted with Kaplan-Meier curves, to assess whether the model accurately discriminates between the risk strata. We used a cox proportional hazard analysis to compare hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for these risks groups.

To compare the accuracy of the CPM to a model containing only the TNM classification as clinical predictors, we used the C statistic to estimate the performance of a model containing only TNM classification. The TNM classification model was similarly built using a LASSO-penalized cox proportional hazards model. Furthermore, using a likelihood-ratio test, we tested whether our model performed significantly better that the model with the TNM classification only. For this test, a P-value <.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.
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Fig. 1. Inclusion of patients [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.laryngoscope.com.]
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RESULTS

**Derivation and Validation Datasets**

The research information departments provided us with data on 1077 patients that had been diagnosed with hypopharynx cancer in the respective hospitals. We subsequently excluded 309 patients (Fig. 1). This left us with 768 patients for analysis. Mean age was 63 years, 79% was male and 21% was treated with single modality RT, 42% with CRT (cisplatin), 33% with primary TL, and 4% received another treatment. An analysis of the data revealed that there were no significant differences in all variables between the two datasets, thus the random split could be considered successful. There were predictors without missingness, with a maximum of 29% missing data of the peripheral blood value albumin. Patient characteristics are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Total cohort (n = 768)</th>
<th>Derivation dataset (n = 384)</th>
<th>Validation dataset (n = 384)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.2874***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>161 (21)</td>
<td>87 (23)</td>
<td>74 (19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>607 (79)</td>
<td>297 (77)</td>
<td>310 (81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-classification, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.8375**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>81 (10)</td>
<td>43 (11)</td>
<td>38 (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>204 (27)</td>
<td>99 (26)</td>
<td>105 (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>213 (28)</td>
<td>109 (28)</td>
<td>104 (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>268 (35)</td>
<td>133 (35)</td>
<td>135 (35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.8946**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-classification, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.8617***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N0</td>
<td>251 (33)</td>
<td>130 (34)</td>
<td>121 (32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>138 (18)</td>
<td>59 (15)</td>
<td>79 (21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>305 (40)</td>
<td>158 (41)</td>
<td>147 (38)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>73 (9)</td>
<td>37 (10)</td>
<td>36 (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsite, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.511**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyriform Sinus</td>
<td>599 (78)</td>
<td>298 (78)</td>
<td>301 (78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>169 (22)</td>
<td>86 (22)</td>
<td>83 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE27, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>261 (34)</td>
<td>126 (33)</td>
<td>135 (35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>299 (39)</td>
<td>152 (39)</td>
<td>147 (38)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>167 (22)</td>
<td>84 (22)</td>
<td>83 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41 (5)</td>
<td>22 (6)</td>
<td>19 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing (%)</td>
<td>29 (4)</td>
<td>16 (4)</td>
<td>13 (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing (%)</td>
<td>15 (2)</td>
<td>7 (2)</td>
<td>8 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, mean [SD]</td>
<td>23 [4.3]</td>
<td>22.9 [4.3]</td>
<td>22.9 [4.3]</td>
<td>.6171*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing (%)</td>
<td>73 (10)</td>
<td>38 (10)</td>
<td>35 (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukocytosis, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.6089***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>485 (63)</td>
<td>242 (63)</td>
<td>243 (63)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>190 (25)</td>
<td>99 (26)</td>
<td>91 (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing (%)</td>
<td>93 (12)</td>
<td>43 (11)</td>
<td>50 (13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing (%)</td>
<td>19 (2)</td>
<td>6 (2)</td>
<td>11 (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin, median [IQR]</td>
<td>40.6 [36.5–44]</td>
<td>40.1 [37–45]</td>
<td>40 [34.7–44]</td>
<td>.4227*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing (%)</td>
<td>222 (29)</td>
<td>117 (30)</td>
<td>85 (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACE27 = Adult Comorbidity Evaluation-27; BMI = body mass index; IQR = interquartile range; SD = standard deviation. Leukocytosis was expressed as a level of ≥10.5 10E9/L. Values in parentheses are percentages unless otherwise indicated.

*Independent T-test, **Linear by linear test and ***Fisher’s exact test
First, we examined the univariable association of each predictor under consideration with survival. The regression coefficients for alcohol consumption and the amount of packyears had a wrong sign, showing a small protective effect with increasing exposure. Because of the unreliability of this data, and the biologically implausible association, these variables were excluded as candidate predictors.

Next, we included the remaining candidate predictors in the LASSO model. The distinctions between T4 and T3, between N3 and N2, between N2 and N1, and between all four levels of ACE27, as well as values of BMI, hemoglobin, and albumin contributed significantly to the models on all 20 imputed datasets. In all but one of the datasets there was a significant difference in the survival of T3 versus T2 patients. By contrast, in none of the imputed datasets between N1 versus N0, or between N2 and N1, or between all four levels of ACE27, as well as values of BMI, hemoglobin, and albumin contributed significantly to the models on all 20 imputed datasets.

The regression coefficients for alcohol consumption and the amount of packyears had a wrong sign, showing a small protective effect with increasing exposure. Because of the unreliability of this data, and the biologically implausible association, these variables were excluded as candidate predictors.

Next, we included the remaining candidate predictors in the LASSO model. The distinctions between T4 and T3, between N3 and N2, between N2 and N1, and between all four levels of ACE27, as well as values of BMI, hemoglobin, and albumin contributed significantly to the models on all 20 imputed datasets. In all but one of the datasets there was a significant difference in the survival of T3 versus T2 patients. By contrast, in none of the imputed datasets between N1 versus N0, or between N2 and N1, or between all four levels of ACE27, as well as values of BMI, hemoglobin, and albumin contributed significantly to the models on all 20 imputed datasets.
datasets a significant distinction between N0 and N1 (in their effect on survival) was observed, nor a significant contribution of age. T2 and T1 patients had significantly differing survival in only one dataset. Gender and leukocyte count contributed significantly only in two of 20 cases. Because gender is widely accepted as predictor for survival, we forced this variable into the model. A location in the pyriform sinus proved relevant in 13 out of 20 models. This model had a discrimination (C statistic) of 0.66.

**Validation**

In the validation, the discriminative ability of the CPM showed a C statistic of 0.62. The CPM is shown in Table II and a nomogram of this model is presented in Figure 2. If a patient has less than 154 points on this nomogram, he can be considered low risk, between 155 and 201 medium risk, and above 202 points he can be considered as a patient with a high risk of death. The CPM showed excellent calibration as depicted in Figure 3.

Based on the distribution of the linear predictors in the derivation dataset, we created three risk strata: low-, medium-, and high-risk on death. The Kaplan Meier curves for the three risk strata of the original model showed good discrimination in the derivation dataset. Also, in the validation dataset, discrimination was good for all three risk groups, especially the high-risk group showed excellent discrimination. The survival curves for medium- and low-risk groups are closer together, but still clearly separated (Fig. 4). The hazard ratio of patients in the low-risk versus medium-risk group was 0.76, 95% CI, 0.71–0.81. For the high-risk versus medium-risk group this was HR 1.77, 95% CI, 1.67–1.88.

To test the added effect of our full model to a prediction model based on the TNM classification alone, we constructed another model based on the TNM classification and compared the results of these two models. The CPM using only the TNM classification had a C statistic of 0.61 in both the derivation and validation data, which was lower than the C statistic for our full model. We used a likelihood ratio test to evaluate the model fit of the full model versus the TNM model. This test reported a significant better fit in the full model ($P < .0001$).

As an example of the added effect of the variables other than TNM classification, we calculated the amount of points and corresponding risk category three fictive patients would obtain with similar TNM classification. The first patient is male, 63 years old, and has a T3N1 pyriform sinus tumor. His BMI is 25, he has an ACE27 score of 2, no leukocytosis, and his peripheral blood tests show a hemoglobin value of 9.0 and albumin value of 40. Based on our model, this patient will obtain 159 points, and falls into a medium risk category. A patient with the exact same values but with an ACE27 score of 1, will obtain 133 points, and be categorized as a low-risk patient. The third patient has the same age, gender, tumor sublocation and TNM-classification as the first two patients. His ACE27 score is 3, his BMI 18, he has leukocytosis, and his peripheral blood values show a hemoglobin of 6.0 and albumin of 25. This patient will add up to 244 points and falls into the high-risk category.

**DISCUSSION**

This article describes the development and validation of a CPM for hypopharynx cancer containing gender, subsite, TNM classification, ACE27, BMI, albumin, hemoglobin, and
leukocyte count. The model showed better discrimination compared to a model based on TNM classification alone and was especially good in distinguishing high-risk patients that might benefit from more intensive treatment strategies and/or follow-up regimen. Using the LASSO technique, we identified the variables ACE27, BMI, albumin, and hemoglobin levels to significantly contribute to a predictive model for survival, in addition to the expected TNM classification.

In our model, comorbidity scores, as measured by the ACE27, appeared to be one of the strongest predictors of survival. The ACE27 score is regularly used as a measure for comorbidity, especially in the setting of (head and neck) cancer and incorporates 27 ailments in nine organ systems plus the presence of a malignancy, substance abuse, and bodyweight. The ACE27 score can range from 0 (no comorbidity) to 3 (severe comorbidity). Although hypopharynx cancer patients are known to have relatively more comorbidity compared to other patients with head and neck cancer, it still has an important prognostic value. The independent prognostic value of comorbidity has indeed been confirmed by other authors and should therefore always be accounted for when estimating prognosis in the frail head and neck cancer patient group.9,20–22

In the current ACE27 scoring system, a high BMI is incorporated as one of the 27 ailments.23 However, in our prediction model, a lower BMI and higher ACE27 were both independent predictors of worse OS, a finding that has been reported by others studying patients with head and neck cancer.24,25 In the current ACE27 scoring system, BMI results in a positive score when a patient has a BMI >38, which is an infrequent finding in our cohort and in other studies on head and neck cancer patients.24,26 Yet, there was little correlation between the two variables. Thus, since multicollinearity was not a concern, we chose to consider BMI as a separate variable in the CPM, and this variable was retained by the LASSO model.

Besides ACE27 and BMI, the peripheral blood parameters hemoglobin and albumin level both demonstrated an independent prognostic effect on survival. The association between pretreatment anemia and worse OS has been well established in head and neck cancer and is likely a result of the resulting hypoxia of the tumor micro-environment, which is associated with decreased radiosensitivity.27,28 Low albumin level as a proxy for reduced nutritional status has similarly been widely reported as a predictor of cancer survival and possibly even functional outcome.29,30 Sherman et al. used the VA dataset to report on the TALK score, incorporating the variables T-stage, Albumin, Liquor intake and the comorbidity index Karnofsky score into a prognostic model to estimate functional outcome in terms of larynx preservation.30 In terms of predicting oncological survival, the Glasgow prognostic score, incorporating low albumin and high CRP levels, has been shown to be predictive of outcome in several different tumor sites.31,32 The original publication on the Glasgow score, however, also investigated other variables such as age, gender, stage, type of tumor (SCC or adenocarcinoma), performance status (ECOG), hemoglobin level, and leukocyte level. The authors analyzed several combinations, each containing two of these variables, and although they reported that the combination of stage and comorbidity was considered to have a comparable prognostic value to the combination albumin and CRP, still they did not include these variables into their scoring system. Possibly, a more extensive model would have led to an increased predictive value.

In recent years, several easy to obtain serum inflammatory markers have been shown to have predictive value in cancer survival.33 Although the inflammatory response should obviously be directed against the tumor, it is clear that inflammatory cells can influence tumor growth, stimulate DNA damage and promote angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis.34 The association between leukocytosis and OS is a relatively new concept in head and neck cancer, but has gained increasing interest in the past years, especially in the context of neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR).35–37 A recent meta-analysis analyzed by Thom et al. demonstrated that an elevated pretreatment NLR is associated with significant poorer OS and disease-free survival in head and neck cancer.37 The presence of leukocytosis was however unrelated to OS in our analysis. In our cohort, only leukocyte level was available and further differentiation allowing NLR calculation was lacking. Possibly, the NLR is more informative than leukocytosis alone. If proven to be predictive of survival in hypopharynx, such easy to obtain and inexpensive biological biomarkers are welcome new discoveries that could improve risk stratification for patients, and possibly tailor (neo)adjuvant treatment.

Apart from tumor-specific and patient-specific variables, the choice of treatment obviously also affects survival. However, we did not include treatment in our model, as recommended previously, since the estimate of effect would likely be confounded by indication.14

This is not the first study to report on a prediction model for head and neck cancer but to the best of our knowledge this is the first prediction model including hypopharynx cancer patients only. This distinct subgroup is often analyzed together with larynx cancer, although hypopharynx cancer is known to have 5-year OS almost half of the expected OS for patients with larynx cancer.4,38,39 Thus, when aiming to optimize individual estimations of prognosis through the development of a prediction model, it is important that patients are selected based on type of tumor to create more accurate estimations.

There are certain limitations to this study. Inherent to the retrospective design of our study, there is a weakness in data collection that resulted in a certain degree of missing variables, although we tried to correct this by performing multiple imputation. We were unable to collect variables that might have played an important prognostic role in survival, such tumor volume, the presence of sarcopenia or low skeletal muscle mass, or several peripheral blood tumor markers.25,37,40,41 However, considering the relatively low incidence of this tumor and the lack of prospective databases that can be used to develop or improve prediction models, large retrospective databases like ours still provide valuable information regarding survival. Our clinical prediction model is based on patients treated with curative intent with TLP, RT, or CRT in three dedicated head and neck centers in the Netherlands. One has to be careful in extrapolating survival estimates from this model to a different geographical setting, where possibly different treatment strategies or
CONCLUSION
In conclusion we have been able to identify a high ACE27 score, the presence of low BMI, and low hemoglobin and albumin levels as independent prognostic variables for hypopharynx cancer in addition to several patient- and tumor-specific characteristics. The developed clinical model is better for estimating survival, compared to estimations based on TNM classification only. Although predictions at the individual level remain uncertain, the model adequately distinguishes between risk groups. These results can be used during the counseling process and possibly tailor treatment strategies or intensify follow-up regimens, but should never replace clinicians’ judgment. Further research is needed to investigate which variables, other than those considered to date, can further improve predictions of survival for individual patients with hypopharynx cancer.
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